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describing this line is to -:i llustrate its derivation, with a section 
calculation in detail, on the principles above-described, The 
information required is the leve'rage 1, or the distance from the 
toe of the section to the centre of combined action of gravity 
and cohesion, 

Section of Figure B, 45 to 50 feet (Figure D), Try s = 
3'3, 3'3 + 23'7 = 27'0 = h, width of base (50 -feet), 

23 ,7 + 27 '0 
---2- -- X 5 X 140 = weight of sectioll 

Weight of masonry to 45 feet 

pounds 
1.7,'745 

71,505 

w= 89,250 

27 X 3,600 value for cohesion at 50ft" C = 97.200 

W = 186,450 

3b~ - ;;2 3 (27 )2 - (3'3)2 
I ever 1ge = 14 '307 for Section C of G ~ ; = 6b - 3 ,~ - 6 X 27 - 3 X 3'3 

16 '4083 from toe at 45 feet to centre of gravity. 
33 

19 '7083 from toe at 50 feet to aL()\-e l)<)int 
14·307 average of Section for 

5'4013 = diilerence, Weigh t to 50 feet 
= 

71,505 = w 

17,745 

89,:!50 

'raking the moments for the centre of action of these two 
gravities-

17,745 Y = 71,505 (5 -4013 - Y ), 

54013 x 7l.50;> 

~9, 250 
43274 = y. 

14307 

Centre of Gravity of weight to 50ft, = 18'6314 from toe of 50ft, 

18'63 44 C of G for 89, 250 weight to 50 feet = w. 

13 5 
b 

leverage for 97,200 cohesion 2 ~ =c. 

5· 13-J.l. = difference 186,450 = W, 
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'raking the moments for the centre of action of the two forces, 
97,200 x = 89,250 (5'1344 - x ) , 

5'1344 x 89,250 = 24577 = x. 
186,450 

13'5 b 
2 

P = 62'4 H2 = 78,000 15.9577 = I 
2 

50 . 
L = -3 = 16·G 

PL = 1,300,000, 

186,450 : 7t1,OOO = 16G: 69724 

b = 27 
b 
3 

or practically at M/3. 

8'lH'53 Resultant inside Toe. 

9·0000 

()u147 Hesultallt outside 1\1 /3. 

". j 
27 - 18 ·6:3 = ~ .~(, C of G of mass from heel of wall. 
18 ·63 - 8 ·99 = 9 '64, Distance between lines rt'~ervoir full 
and reservoir empty. 
Resultant is practically on the middle third of the base, and 
centre of gravity is less than 8 inches outside the middle third. 

Upon tht' principle of resistance claimed, that is mass 
alone without allowance for cohesion, the Wegmann wall of 
Figure C ba,; a factor of safety against overturning moment of 
a shade over 2 (2 '05 ) . It contains 4,752 square inches of base 
area per foot run of wall, and the horizontal sliding force is 
78,000, so the stress to induce sliding is about 16% pounds per 
square inch. The friction at two-thirds co-efficient for masonry 
. 2 X 120,992 33 X 144 17 d . I IS 3 : . = poun s per square mc 1 ; 

and since there is no cohesion, or since cohesion is not permitted 
as an asset, the sliding force and the frictional resistance to it 
are just about equal, and the wall has only a factor of 1 in 
this respect. It is trne that 'Vegmann stipulates that sufficient 
frictional resistance to prevent sliding upon each horizontal 
plane is assumed to be provided; but if t he wall be built of 
concrete, and the concrete has no cohesive stre·ngth or resist- ' 
ing property, how is this frictio~al resistance to be obtained ? 
lIence, as said before, even in the Wegmann section the cohesive 
property is essential to supply resistance to sliding to safe 
con.ditions; and if to sliding or s~ear, why not to tensile stress, 
in which the cohesive strength is greater, and if not more re
liable. at least more is known concerning it ? Again. if cohesion 
must be called in to ass ist. as it were , un officially, is it not bet-



ter to call in that assistance openly and attach a definite value 
to it in calculations ? If the estimated values prove to be in
correct, there is a better chance of the error being detected and 
remedied under those circumstances than is the case when the 
assistance is treated as if it were a beneficent fairy of ullcertain 
attributes. 

EMBANK.MENT RETAINING WALLS. 
Ordinary retaining walls for the support of embankments 

can only be treated upon in a general manner, since ·the condi
tions under which they are built vary continually and greatly. 
One wall may support a background of rock of S.G. 2·5 or more 
upon inclined greasy beds, which, on exposure to weather or to 
vibration, lose hold , when the mass may slip with momentum 
much in excess of hydrostatic pressure. Another may be backed 
wit h coarse lumps or root-interlaced earth, with natural slope of 
1 to 1 or steeper ; the backing may be dry sand or wet mud, with 
hydrostatic properties. Hence it is only possible to sketch the 
proposition generally. 

With average backing, a vertical back of a ,vall might be 
assisted against overturning by friction from the backing act
ing against the tendency of the pressed side to lift, but such 
fri ction may be neglected , for it will be trifling in comparison 
with the cohesive strength of the mortar, and cannot take effect 
until the latter is destroyed, when it would be useless. The 
weight of the backing may be made use of by stepping the 
back of the wall in rectangular off-sets, or even by building 
the batter at the back. 

In the following paragraphs the backing is assumed to 
be dry sand against a vertical back of the retaining wall. The 
natural slope, or the slope at which the sand will remain at 
rest, is taken as 11/2 hOl'izontal to 1 vertical. 

SURCHAR,G ED WALLS. 

It is convenient to consider the conditions of surcharge 
first, for , as will appear , the backing of a wall that is not sur
charged is merely a special case of the surcharge condition with 
the surcharge removed. 

Let a b, Figure I., represent a wall, say 12 feet 
high, supporting an embankment of sand, earth, etc., abde. Let 

• bc represent the slope of r epose of the material-which would 
be about 1V2 to 1, if the backing were loose sand-of which 
the angle cbd is (I.. or abont 33.0 42 ' for sand. The line ae is 
the surcharge, an d is, of course, parallel to bc (though it might 
be flatter, but that wonld merely diminish the ·effect). The 
angle bae is then (900 + a) , or 123Q 42' for sand. 

The portion of this backing represented by cbd exerts no 
pre~sure on the wall , and has no effect other than that of sup-
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porting the mass above it. '1'11e whole of the thrust on the wall 
is therefore confined to that which is imparted by the mass 
lying between ae and bc, and for convenience, that mass is re
garded as having a dimension perpendicular to the plane of the 
figme, of unity, or say one foot if the calculations are in fe('t. 

Since ae and bc are parallel, the mass between them is, or 
may be, infinite in bulk . • Cut off any portion of it, abt, with the 
line bt, and let the weight of the backing or material in abt be 
k pounds per cubic foot (say 100 for sand). Let. the angle aM 
be represented by f3. Angle bat = (90 + a) ; angle atb -
I 1 h sin f3 
190 - (a + f3) f : let ab = h. Then, at - . 90 ( f3 
\. '1111 - 0.+ ) 

11 Sill f3 
cos (a +--f3> 

Bised bt ill j ; joill ja. anJ layoff jg, 

'l'llell g i., the centre of gmvity of the triangle. 
Let m = the weight of the mass abt, whiel! IS one unit 

thick, then, 
h sill f3 

k h C f3 sin ( ~O+o. ) 
os (0.+ ) 

III = --- - ---'------
. ~ 

k 1.2 co>; a sill f3 
III = 

:l cos (a + f3 ) 

k h2 >;ill f3 
co>; (a + f3f 

2 

cos a 

All the forces acting may be regarded as acting at the cen
tre of gravity g. See Figure 2. The mass m, re
garded as loose grains of the backing material. in its endeavour 
to obey the law of gravity in the direction mg, is met by the 
resistance of friction, which tends to arrange each set of grains 
at the inclination o.. It is generally accepted that a co-effi
cient Qf friction, multiplied by the weight of the mass, repre
sents the nett effect of the friction irrespective of the shape of 
the mass, or as shown in Figure 3, in which m is the mass and 
a the angle of inclination; the friction f = m sin a , and sin a 

is the co-efficient of friction, The force f , or ill sin a, acts paral
lel to the angle of inclination, whieh in the case now under con
sideration is the angle of repose. The co-efficient of friction 
is therefore constant through all the planes of every wedge or 
tr iangle,· and m sin a is constant throughout. 

To return to Figure 2. At the point g the mass or 
force m meets the force f. which is m sin a, and the resultant 
of these two forces, which are in partial opposition, is mf in the 
force diagram. 

rIllf) = m ros o.. 
The resultant mf, or m cos a, is met by the reactionary sup
porting force s, of the base of the wedge under consideration-
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for the wedge is regarded as acting alon e, alld therefoi'(' slid
ing on , 01' partly supported by this base. The force s is a re
actionary foree, and subject to crushing strength of the material 
is unlimited, ' but only so much of it com,es into action as is 
['equired to counterbalance some other force operating on it in 
a given direction; In cos a is one such force and the thrust of 
the wrill is anotheJ', 

'fhe supporting action of the wall is a thrust primarily, 
in direction perpendicular to the face of the wall, and is there
fore in this case horizoIltal. Hence there are now the direc
t ions of three' forees, and the amount of OIle of them, mf, or 
III cos a, So the force paral\elogra.m can be constructed, and 
Ly drawing parallels to mf and s respectively , meeting at R, 
the length gR or R is obtailled , and P, the force equal and 
opposite to R, r epresents the thrust exerted by the wall. 

See then Figure 7, xy is the g-round line horizon
tal, and is parallel to gr, also to fv ; yzg is at ri$ht angles to 
xzt, the base of the wedge abf, or bt. of Figure 2; and mr is 
parallel to gy (by constr'uction, see above) , therefore angle 
xyg = angle grm; xa represents ab or h , of Figure 1, and is 
perpendicular to xy. and axt is the angle aht = (3, of Figure 
1; whilst angl e cxy is the angle of r epose a of the material. 

.', axy = 90-; , ,', xyg = 90 - (u + yi = (3 

. " grill = 90 - (a + y) = (3, 

Illf is parallel to 19, and 19 represents the vertiral mg of Figure 
2, and angle gfv = u, .'. gfIll = 900 - a sin fgm ' 
fm sin (90 :- a.) 

bnt fm = Ill , or mg, of Figure 2. and mg = 
)ng 

III cos a (or the mf, of Figure 2) ; therefore--

'f m sin (90 -a) = m COsa , = 1'0 = sin 900, 
Sln gm = III CO~ a III cos a 

therefore fgm = 900 , and therefore fmg = 90 - (90 - a) = a 
therefore angle 19m == a, but angle 19r = gOP, 

therefore mgr = 90 11 + a, 
therefure glllr = 180- : (90 + a) + (3} = 90° - (a + (3) 

mg sill g"1Il1' III cos a sin 90 - (a + (3) 
gr = 

sill gnu si 11 {3 
III c· s a I'm, (a. + f:J 1 

~1I1 (3 

but gr =R = P of Figure 2. 
Therefore, 

p= 
III cOS.a ('OS (a + (3 ) 
-------,-

sin (3 
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Figure 4 shows the force polygvn rIll' the wedgc or triangle. 
But it has been shown tha t-

Therefore P = 

k h~ cos a sill {3 
III = 

:! cos (a + (3) 
k h~ C08 a sill {3 cos a co ~ (a + (3) 
!.l CO~ (a + (3) ( sill {3 
'TI f P k 112 cos2 a lere ore = 

2 

as a genc'raJ equation for embankments. • 
And since the triangle abt, of Figure 1, is any triangle in 

the pressure producing portion of the embankment, the pres
sure on the wall emanating from the surcharged backi ng is the 
same whether the angle {3 approximates 0 , or whethcr it is any
thing between that and (90 - a~ , the slope of repose ; and 
since the portion of the backing cbd, of Figure 1, produces no 
effect , the same r csult is true for the whole embankment. 

From this expression is obtained the following r esults, 
namely:-1£ the backing be rock standing perpendicula r behind 
t he wall , when obviously t ere can be no pressure upon the wall, 
f3 is 0 and is 90", and eos2 900 = 0, therefore 

P 
k 1,2 C082 90 0 

- ---- = 0 
2 

,\-Vhell {3 = . (90 - a), if the mas!'! be a 'single concrete ma3S 
re'lting at its angle of n~po~p, in which case again, of course, 
t here is 110 pressu re Oil the wall, then 111 is 01' ",ay hl\ infinite, 

and at, (Figure 1) is infiuite; thp!l 11 0 definit e value for 
k 10 2 

is po!'"sible, and we must use the expression 
11\ C IlS a ( ~flS (a + (3 ) . h' I (.J Co P = III W lC I i" = " I) - lL ) 

~ ill {3 

P = III eos a cos {a + ( ~l() - <l ] 

. Sill ~ 9U - ' a 

III cos a CO>l 90· 
P = - = III (·os 90· = "' x 0 = O. 

cos a 
implyin g that with this rigid mass the fri ction at the angle 
of re-pose counterbalanGes the action of gravity, which ob
viously it must do. 

H (3 be any other angle between O. and : 90-] - a) , or, if 
in the last instance m is not a rigid mass, but, aR it were. a 
congregation of loose grains. then III will contain, as it were. 
loose wedges within it, and then-

kh~ c,,_,2 a 
P = - ---=--

2 
representing that with varying valnes for the angle {3, the 
weight m, aJld the friction increase in corresponding ratio, so 
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that the maximum is reached with any small plus value of f3. 
provided f3 is large enough to allow the grains of the material 
to trickle down anu fill the triangle-. 

kh2 cos2 a 
If this general expression P = . 2 is true for any 

dass of solid material, retained in position by a wall, it should 
also be true for fluids. The angle of repose for fluid is a = 0, 
and water at rest assumes an horizontal surface; the,1). P = 
kh2 CO$~ a kh 2 cos 20 kh~ X 12 

2 

p = 

kh 2 
P = - .)- but k = 62·4 for water. Therefore. 

62'4 h2 . J. 

2 wInch IS exactly as obtained from an entirely 

different process of reasoning. ,;, 'rhis, therefore, confirms the 
logic of the whole of the above argument, and the general equa
tion for retaining walls for all classes of material is-

kh 2 cos~ a 
p= --

;l 

It can be r eadily proved that the distance, 1-1, of the centre 

of pres::;ure or locus of the resultant force P, is ~ from the 
kh3 cos2 a 

base . H ence P L = 6 ' for all classes of backing to re-

taining walls including water. 
To complete the subject of surcharged walls it llIay be 

added that III the case of Figure 5, which may be 
descri bed as truncated surcharge, the same equation holds good, 
for since the wedge abt alone will provide the maximum pres
sure, no other area can produce more, and yet the trunl?ated 
form does not afford less. 

BACKING LEVEL WITH CREST OF W ~\LL. 
In Figure 6. if bt lies upon ba, obviously, and 

as before shown, m = 0 , and therefore P = O. If bt 
lies on be, the mass m is met by the friction m sin a , and with 
it is converted into m cos 90Q , as also shown above, and 
again , l' =:= 0. If bt bc taken as lying in allY position between 
these extr emes, it will be found upon trial that the more nearly 
bt approaches be the less is the value of P ; whilst the more 
n early bt approaches ba the greater is the value of P , until, if, 
when h is 12 feet, the backing loose sand at 100 pounds per cubic 
foot and the angle of repose, a = 33° 42' , and the angle f3 be 
taken as one minute of arc, it will be found that P = 4,982 

. kh 2 cos2 a 
pon nds, or practIcally the same as 2 which. under the 

.. See equatio ll ~ (supra) for Wnlls wit hout COht' bioli retaining liquid. 
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conditions, equals 4,983'4 for the surcharged wall ; the differ
ence, 1·4 pounds, represents the added effect of the triangle 
ats of Figure 8, when the angle f3 is one minute of 
arc. Thus, it is again evident that in all cases the stress is 
at once brought to its maximum by the layers of sand immedi
ately adjacent to the wall; hence the above equations apply for 
all cases, and a general statement for embankments of any 
shape, provided they consist wholly of the one description of 
material, is-

kh 2 cos2 a 
P = - -.,- -

a kh3 082 
PL =-- c a 

• 6 

L = h 
3 

Thus, it is eyident that all materials supported by a wall 
are amenable to thfl same laws, but that fri ction enters the case 
with solids to modify the effects. If sand be subjected to heavy 
drainage, and all its interstices become filled with water, f r ic
tion and angle of r epose disappear, an d the mixture tends to 
assume the horizontal state of rest of a fin id , but of a fluid 
having specific gravity greater than that of water. Such a 
mixture must evidently conform absolutely with the hydros
tatic law, and if k is the weight of the mixture in pounds per 

kh2 
cubic foot, P = -2-

CONOLUDING REMARKS 

In the above paragraphs, attempt has been made to out
line a method upon which the circumstances of each particular 
case may be examined . . No theory can eliminate the demand 
for knowledge and experience in the designer, and in the case 
of ordinary retaining walls th is is particularly the case. No 
general equation is possible for such walls, except that of 
fPL = WI. In that P is frequen tly impossible to determine 
with certainty, because so often the elements producing it are 
themselves indeterminate and depending upon variety of con
dit ions, and often upon improbable but possible contingencies. 

L may usually be taken as ~ but circumstances may arise when 

the centre of pressure assumes a higher position, say, for in
stance, in such a case as a backing of loose sand superimposed 
upon a base consist ing of material of considerably steeper slope 
of repose. W, the weight, is simple enough if it stands alone, 
but if the value of c be admitted, judgment and knowledge of 
the materials and workmanship to be employed are necessary 
for the assessment of fair and safe value, which certainly 
.should be kept low; it has been shown that great economy can 
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be effected with very low values for this factor. Meanwhile 
there still appears to be a great field for the investigator, in 
the determination of the proper ratios of strength of different 
cohesiv:e substances, for there appears to be singularly little in 
the way of reliable evidence concerning t ensile, adhesive and 
shearing strength of mortars, particularly the two latter. 

The writer has , of course, seen many retaining walls and 
has built a good many, but believes he is cor r ect in stating that 
he has never yet seen one that is built either to text-book dimen
sions or tho e of the " no cohe ion" section of the table of 
walls given above. He knows several walls in Western Aus
tralia that have been supporting loose sand backing, more or 
less liable to drainage water , that have stood 15 or 20 years to 
his knowledge, and which do not contain half the text-book di
mensions. He has seen one, and only one failure under fiuch 
circumstances ; that was a rectangular wall only 9 inches thick, 
brick in lime mortar 6 feet high, and with no weepholes at thE:: 
base. E ven that wall stood erect for 21 years, sust aining fine 
sand backing level with the crest, with rain and drainage on 
it every wet day. It finally collapsed when a drainpipe burst 
at the foot of the backing. 

The general immunity f rom disaster of walls theoretically 
weak on text -book principles, is common expeIjence to many, 
and is frequently commented upon amongst architects and 
engineers in Australia. The result is that most of one's clients 
-in the case of com,paratively small walls, anyhow-flout the 
idea of building to t ext-book recommendations, and apparently 
they are justified in so doing. I n the instance referred to 
above, the WI'iter was called in to reconstruct the retaining 
wall, and, quoting English practice- full hydrostatic pressure 
had to be contemplated- mentioned the size generally advocated 
for the case. The proprietor simply laughed at the idea, and 
said that if the writer would not rebuild a rectangular wall , brick 
in cement) nine inches thick, any· of the contractors would do 
it for him, and should do so. Eventually he permitted the 
building of a wall about equivalent to No. 4 of the c = 3,600 b 
of the table. 

Whilst authorities on the subject advocate these enormous 
factors of safety, it only remains for architer,ts and engineers, in 
practice in Australia anyhow, to take the responsibility of strik
ing out a line for themselves without the support of authority 
and p reced ent, otherwise to see themselves laid on the shelf 
whilst the required works are constructed by building contrac
tors and amateurs, who are not troubled by consider ations of 
professional responsibility or reputation. 




